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Abstract
For overlay networks, the ability to recover from a variety of problems like membership changes
or faults is a key element to preserve their functionality. In recent years, various self-stabilizing
overlay networks have been proposed that have the advantage of being able to recover from any
illegal state. However, the vast majority of these networks cannot give any guarantees on its
functionality while the recovery process is going on. We are especially interested in searchability,
i.e., the functionality that search messages for a specific identifier are answered successfully if
a node with that identifier exists in the network. We investigate overlay networks that are not
only self-stabilizing but that also ensure that monotonic searchability is maintained while the
recovery process is going on, as long as there are no corrupted messages in the system. More
precisely, once a search message from node u to another node v is successfully delivered, all future
search messages from u to v succeed as well. Monotonic searchability was recently introduced in
OPODIS 2015, in which the authors provide a solution for a simple line topology. We present the
first universal approach to maintain monotonic searchability that is applicable to a wide range
of topologies. As the base for our approach, we introduce a set of primitives for manipulating
overlay networks that allows us to maintain searchability and show how existing protocols can be
transformed to use theses primitives. We complement this result with a generic search protocol
that together with the use of our primitives guarantees monotonic searchability. As an additional
feature, searching existing nodes with the generic search protocol is as fast as searching a node
with any other fixed routing protocol once the topology has stabilized.
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2 Towards a Universal Approach for Monotonic Searchability
1 Introduction
The Internet has opened up tremendous opportunities for people to interact and exchange
information. Particularly popular ways to interact are peer-to-peer systems and social
networks. For these systems it is very important that they are highly available. However,
once these systems become large enough, changes and faults are not an exception but the
rule. Therefore, mechanisms are needed that ensure that whenever problems occur, they are
quickly repaired, and all parts of the system that are still functional should not be affected
by the repair process. Protocols that are able to recover from arbitrary states are also known
as self-stabilizing protocols.
Since the seminal paper by Dijkstra in 1974 [6], self-stabilizing protocols have been
investigated for many classical problems including leader election, consensus, matching,
clock synchronization and token distribution problems. Recently, also various protocols for
self-stabilizing overlay networks have been proposed (e.g., [9, 17, 12, 15]). However, for all of
these protocols it is only known that they eventually converge to the desired solution, but
the convergence process is not necessarily monotonic. In other words, it is not ensured for
two points in time t, t′ with t < t′ that the functionality of the topology at time t′ is better
than the functionality at time t.
In this paper, we continue our research started in [20] and investigate protocols for self-
stabilizing overlay networks that guarantee the monotonic preservation of a characteristic that
we call searchability, i.e., once a search message from node u to another node v is successfully
delivered, all future search messages from u to v succeed as well. Searchability is a useful and
natural characteristic for an overlay network since searching for other participants is one of the
most common tasks in real-world networks. Moreover, a protocol that maintains monotonic
searchability has the huge advantage that in every state, even if the self-stabilization process
has not converged yet, the parts of the topology that are already in a legal state can be used
for search requests.
Instead of focusing on a specific topology, as done in [20], we present an approach
that is aimed at universality. As a base, we present a set of primitives for overlay network
maintainance for which we prove that they enable monotonic searchability. On top of that, we
give a generic search protocol that, together with a protocol that solely uses these primitives,
guarantees monotonic searchability. Additionally, we show that existing self-stabilizing
overlay network protocols can be transformed to use our primitives.
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to investigate monotonic searchability
as an attempt to explore maintaining properties beyond the traditional "time and space"
metrics during stabilization. We believe that the question of how to maintain monotonic
searchability and similar properties during topological stabilization has a lot of potential for
future research.
1.1 Model
We consider a distributed system consisting of a fixed set of nodes in which each node has a
unique reference and a unique immutable numerical identifier (or short id). The system is
controlled by a protocol that specifies the variables and actions that are available in each
node. In addition to the protocol-based variables there is a system-based variable for each
node called channel whose values are sets of messages. We denote the channel of a node
u as u.Ch and it contains all incoming messages to u. Its message capacity is unbounded
and messages never get lost. A node can add a message to u.Ch if it has a reference of u.
Besides these channels there are no further communication means, so only point-to-point
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communication is possible.
There are two types of actions that a protocol can execute. The first type has the
form of a standard procedure 〈label〉(〈parameters〉) : 〈command〉, where label is the unique
name of that action, parameters specifies the parameter list of the action, and command
specifies the statements to be executed when calling that action. Such actions can be called
locally (which causes their immediate execution) and remotely. In fact, we assume that
every message must be of the form 〈label〉(〈parameters〉), where label specifies the action
to be called in the receiving node and parameters contains the parameters to be passed to
that action call. All other messages are ignored by nodes. The second type has the form
〈label〉 : 〈guard〉 −→ 〈command〉, where label and command are defined as above and guard
is a predicate over local variables. We call an action whose guard is simply true a timeout
action.
The system state is an assignment of values to every variable of each node and messages
to each channel. An action in some node u is enabled in some system state if its guard
evaluates to true, or if there is a message in u.Ch requesting to call it. In the latter case,
when the corresponding action is executed, the message is processed (in which case it is
removed from u.Ch). An action is disabled otherwise. Receiving and processing a message is
considered as an atomic step.
A computation is an infinite fair sequence of system states such that for each state Si, the
next state Si+1 is obtained by executing an action that is enabled in Si. This disallows the
overlap of action execution, i.e., action execution is atomic. We assume weakly fair action
execution and fair message receipt. Weakly fair action execution means that if an action is
enabled in all but finitely many states of a computation, then this action is executed infinitely
often. Note that a timeout action of a node is executed infinitely often. Fair message receipt
means that if a computation contains a state in which there is a message in a channel of
a node that enables an action in that node, then that action is eventually executed with
the parameters of that message, i.e., the message is eventually processed. Besides these
fairness assumptions, we place no bounds on message propagation delay or relative nodes
execution speeds, i.e., we allow fully asynchronous computations and non-FIFO message
delivery. A computation suffix is a sequence of computation states past a particular state of
this computation. In other words, the suffix of the computation is obtained by removing
the initial state and finitely many subsequent states. Note that a computation suffix is also
a computation. We say a state S′ is reachable from a state S if starting in S there is a
sequence of action executions such that we end up in state S′. We use the notion S < S′ as
a shorthand to indicate that the state S happened chronologically before S′.
We consider protocols that do not manipulate the internals of node references. Specifically,
a protocol is compare-store-send if the only operations that it executes on node references is
comparing them, storing them in local memory and sending them in a message.
In a compare-store-send protocol, a node may learn a new reference of a node only by
receiving it in a message. A compare-store-send protocol cannot create new references. It
can only operate on the references given to it.
The overlay network of a set of nodes is determined by their knowledge of each other. We
say that there is a (directed) edge from a to b, denoted by (a, b), if node a stores a reference
of b in its local memory or has a message in a.Ch carrying the reference of b. In the former
case, the edge is called explicit, and in the latter case, the edge is called implicit. Messages
can only be sent via explicit edges. Note that message receipt converts an implicit edge to
an explicit edge since the message is in the local memory of a node while it is processed.
With NG we denote the directed network (multi-)graph given by the explicit and implicit
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edges. ENG is the subgraph of NG induced by only the explicit edges. A weakly connected
component of a directed graph G is a subgraph of G of maximum size so that for any two
nodes u and v in that subgraph there is a (not necessarily directed) path from u to v. Two
nodes that are not in the same weakly connected component are disconnected. We assume
that the positions of the processes in the topology are encapsulated in their identifier and
that there is a distance measure which is based on the identifiers of the processes and which
can be checked locally. That is, for a given identifier ID, each node u can decide for each
neighbor v whether v is closer to the node w with id(w) = ID if such a node exists (we
also say that id(v) is closer to ID than id(u) or dist(id(v), ID) < dist(id(u), ID)). For
a node u, we define R(u, ID) as the set containing u and all processes v for which there
is a path Q from u to v via explicit edges such that for each edge (a, b) that is traversed
in Q it holds that dist(id(b), ID) < dist(id(a), ID). Furthermore, for a set U , we define
R(U, ID) :=
⋃
u∈U R(u, ID).
In this paper we are particularly concerned with search requests, i.e., Search(v, destID)
messages that are routed along ENG according to a given search protocol, where v is the
sender of the message and destID is the identifier of a node we are looking for. We assume
that Search() requests are initiated locally by an (possibly user controlled) application
operating on top of the network. Note that destID does not need to be an id of an existing
node w, since it is also possible that we are searching for a node that is not in the system. If
a Search(v, destID) message reaches a node w with id(w) = destID, the search request
succeeds; if the message reaches some node u with id(u) 6= destID and cannot be forwarded
anymore according to the given search protocol, the search request fails.
1.2 Problem Statement
A protocol is self-stabilizing if it satisfies the following two properties as long as no transient
faults occur.
Convergence: starting from an arbitrary system state, the protocol is guaranteed to arrive
at a legitimate state.
Closure: starting from a legitimate state the protocol remains in legitimate states thereafter.
A self-stabilizing protocol is thus able to recover from transient faults regardless of their
nature. Moreover, a self-stabilizing protocol does not have to be initialized as it eventually
starts to behave correctly regardless of its initial state. In topological self-stabilization we
allow self-stabilizing protocols to perform changes to the overlay network NG. A legitimate
state may then include a particular graph topology or a family of graph topologies. We
are interested in self-stabilizing protocols that stabilize to static topologies, i.e., in every
computation of the protocol that starts from a legitimate state, ENG stays the same, as
long as the node set stays the same.
In this paper we are not focusing on building a self-stabilizing protocol for a particular
topology. Instead we are interested in providing a reliable protocol for searching in a wide
range of topologies that fulfill certain requirements. Traditionally, search protocols for a
given topology were only required to deliver the search messages reliably once a legitimate
state has been reached. However, it is not possible to determine when a legitimate state has
been reached. Furthermore, searching reliably during the stabilization phase is much more
involved. We say a self-stabilizing protocol satisfies monotonic searchability according to
some search protocol R if it holds for any pair of nodes v, w that once a Search(v, id(w))
request (that is routed according to R) initiated at time t succeeds, any Search(v, id(w))
request initiated at a time t′ > t will succeed. We do not mention R if it is clear from the
context. A protocol is said to satisfy non-trivial monotonic searchability if (i) it satisfies
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monotonic searchability and (ii) every computation of the protocol contains a suffix such
that for each pair of nodes v, w, Search(v, id(w)) requests will succeed if there is a path
from v to w in the target topology. Throughout the paper we will only investigate non-trivial
monotonic searchability. Consequently, whenever we use the term monotonic searchability in
the following, we implicitly refer to non-trivial monotonic searchability.
A message invariant is a predicate of the following form: If there is a message m in the
incoming channel of a node, then a logical predicate P must hold. A protocol may specify
one or more message invariants. An arbitrary message m in a system is called corrupted if
the existence of m violates one or multiple message invariants. A state S is called admissible
if there are no corrupted messages in S. We say a (self-stabilizing) protocol admissibly
satisfies a predicate P if the following two conditions hold: (i) the predicate is satisfied in
all computation suffixes of the protocol that start from admissible states, and (ii) every
computation of the protocol contains at least one admissible state. A protocol unconditionally
satisfies a predicate if it satisfies this predicate starting from any state.
The following was proven in [20]:
I Lemma 1. No self-stabilizing compare-store-send protocol can unconditionally satisfy
monotonic searchability.
Consequently, to prove monotonic searchability for a protocol (according to a given search
protocol R) it is sufficient to show that: (i) in every computation of the protocol that starts
from an admissible state, every state is admissible, (ii) in every computation of the protocol
there is an admissible state, and (iii) the protocol satisfies monotonic searchability according
to R in every computation that starts from an admissible state. Note that we have not
defined any invariants yet and it is possible to pick invariants such that the set of admissible
states equals the set of legitimate states, in which the problem becomes trivial. However,
for the invariants we provide, any initial topology can be an admissible state. In particular,
as long as no corrupt messages are initially in the system, our protocols satisfy monotonic
searchability throughout the computation.
We will show that a broad class of existing self-stabilizing protocols can be transformed
to satisfy monotonic searchability. More specifically, we will consider protocols that fulfill the
mdl property, i.e., for any action a of the protocol it holds that (i) a node u executing action
a will always keep a reference of another node v in its local memory if an edge (u, v) is part
of the final topology, and (ii) if a node u executing action a in state S decides not to keep a
reference of another node v in its local memory, every other action of the protocol executed
by u in a subsequent state will decide to not keep the reference of v, and (iii) a node u
executing action a decides deterministically and solely based on its local memory whether to
send and where to send the reference of v, (iv) in every legitimate state, for every reference
of a node v contained in a message m in the channel of a node u (i.e., for any implicit edge
(u, v)), there are fixed cycle-free paths (u = u1, u2, . . . , uk) such that ui sends the reference
of v to ui+1, and uk has an explicit edge (uk, v) (note that there is only one path if the
reference is never duplicated), i.e., the reference of v is forwarded along fixed paths until it
finally fuses with an existing reference, and (v) any stable edge that may be traversed by the
search protocol and any implicit edge that results from a delegation of an explicit edge that
may have been traversed by the search protocol, is only delegated to a node whose distance
(in the underlying distance metric) is closer to the target than the corrent node. Informally
speaking, the first two properties imply that the protocol monotonically converges to its
desired topology, since edges of the topology are always kept and edges that are not part
of the topology are obviated over time. The last property implies that in legitimate states,
all implicit edges will eventually merge with explicit edges. Note that the mdl property is
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generally not a severe restriction. Most existing protocols that stabilize to static topologies
naturally fulfill this property (see Section 6).
In addition to the mdl property and the assumption that the final topology is static, we
have one more condition on the topologies and their distance measures. The generic search
protocol we will use to achieve monotonic searchability assumes that in the target topology for
every pair of nodes u, v within the same connected component, there is a path of explicit edges
from u to v with the property that each edge on the path strictly decreases the distance to v
(i.e., for each edge (a, b) that is traversed in the path, dist(id(b), id(v)) < dist(id(a), id(v))).
Note that many topologies naturally fulfill this property (in particular, whenever the distance
is defined as the number of nodes on a shortest path).
1.3 Our contribution
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to solve the problem of searching reliably during
the stabilization phase in self-stabilizing topologies. Although routing with a low dilation is
a major motivation behind the use of overlay topologies, prior to this work, one could not
rely on the routing paths in such topologies1: In previous approaches, it can happen that a
node u is able to send a message to a node v, while it is unable to do so in a later state, only
because the system has not stabilized yet (which is not locally detectable by the nodes). In
our solution, once a search message from a node u has successfully arrived at a node v, every
further search message from u to v will also arrive at its destination, regardless of whether
the system has fully stabilized or not.
We present a universal set of primitives for manipulating edges that protocols should
use and a simple generic search protocol, which together satisfy monotonic searchability.
Moreover, we provide a general description of how a broad class of self-stabilizing protocols
for overlay networks can be transformed such that they use these primitives, thus satisfying
monotonic searchability afterwards.
Our results of Section 3 may be of independent interest, where we reinvestigate the
fundamental primitives for manipulating edges introduced in [16] and strengthen the results
concerning the universality of these primitives.
1.4 Outline of the paper
The paper is organized as follows: We give a short overview of related work in Section 2. In
Section 3, we describe primitives for manipulating edges introduced in [16] that are the base
for our new primitives for searchability. In Section 4, we describe these new primitives that
one should use in a protocol to enable monotonic searchability and show that conventional
protocols for the self-stabilization of a topology can be transformed into ones using the
new primitives. In Section 5, we present a generic search protocol according to which
such protocols satisfy monotonic searchability and prove its correctness. In Section 6, we
give examples on how to apply our results to existing topologies, namely the list and the
SKIP+graph. A conclusion and outlook (Section 7) mark the end of the paper.
1 Note that [20] did solve the problem of monotonic searchability for the list, but the list has a worst-case
routing time of Ω(n), thus not offering a low dilation.
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2 Related work
The idea of self-stabilization in distributed computing was introduced in a classical paper
by E.W. Dijkstra in 1974 [6], in which he investigated the problem of self-stabilization in a
token ring. In order to recover certain network topologies from any weakly connected state,
researchers started with simple line and ring networks (e.g., [21, 19, 10]). Over the years more
and more network topologies were considered, ranging from skip lists and skip graphs [17, 11],
to expanders [9], hypertrees and double-headed radix trees [8, 2], and small-world graphs [15].
Also a universal algorithm for topological self-stabilization is known [3].
In the last 20 years many approaches have been investigated that focus on maintaining
safety properties during convergence phase of self-stabilization, e.g. snap-stabilization [4, 5],
super-stabilization [7], safe convergence [14] and self-stabilization with service guarantee [13].
A protocol is snap-stabilizing if it always behaves according to its specification independent
of its initial configuration. Snap-stabilization has a user-centric safety property (whereas the
other approaches are system-centric), i.e. it ensures that the answer to a properly initiated
user request by the protocol is correct. Safe convergence ensures that (1) the system quickly
converges to a safe configuration, and (2) the safety property stays satisfied during the
stabilization under protocol actions. However, external disruptions are not handled in safe
convergence. A super-stabilizing protocol guarantees that (1) starting from a legitimate
configuration, a safety property is preserved after only one specific topology change, and (2)
the safety property is maintained during recovering to a legitimate configuration assuming
that no more topology change occurs during stabilization phase. Self-stabilization with
service guarantee provides and maintains the safety property even before stabilization, unlike
super-stabilization.
Closest to our work is the notion of monotonic convergence by Yamauchi and Tixeuil [22].
A self-stabilizing protocol is monotonically converging if every change done by a node p
makes the system approach a legitimate state and if every node changes its output only once.
The authors investigate monotonically converging protocols for different classical distributed
problems (e.g., leader election and vertex coloring) and focus on the amount of non-local
information that is needed for them.
Research on monotonic searchability was initiated in [20], in which the authors proved
that it is impossible to satisfy monotonic searchability if corrupted messages are present. In
addition, they presented a self-stabilizing protocol for the line topology that is able to satisfy
monotonic searchability.
3 Primitives for Topology Maintenance
An important property for every overlay management protocol is that weak connectivity is
never lost by its own actions. Therefore, it is highly desirable that every node only executes
actions that preserve weak connectivity. Koutsopoulos et al. [16] introduced the following
four primitives for manipulating edges in an overlay network.
Introduction If a node u has a reference of two nodes v and w with v 6= w, u introduces w
to v if u sends a message to v containing a reference of w while keeping the reference.
Delegation If a node u has a reference of two nodes v and w s.t. u, v, w are all different,
then u delegates w’s reference of v if u sends a message to v containing a reference of w
and deletes the reference of w.
Fusion If a node u has two references v and w with v = w, then u fuses the two references if
it only keeps one of these references.
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Reversal If a node u has a reference of some other node v, then u reverses the connection if
it sends a reference of itself to v and deletes its reference of v.
u
v
w
v
w
u
(a) Introduction primitive
u
v
w
v
w
u
(b) Delegation primitive
u v vu
(c) Fusion primitive
u v vu
(d) Reversal primitive
Figure 1 The four primitives in pictures. Explicit edges are drawn solid; implicit edges are
dashed.
Note that the four primitives can be executed locally by every node in a wait-free fashion.
Furthermore, for the Introduction primitive, it is possible that w = u, i.e., u introduces itself
to v. The authors show that these four primitives (which are visualized in Figure 1) are safe
in a sense that they preserve weak connectivity (as long as there is no fault). This implies
that any distributed protocol whose actions can be decomposed into these four primitives is
guaranteed to preserve weak connectivity.
We define IDF as the set containing the first three primitives: Introduction, Delegation
and Fusion. Let PIDF denote the set of all distributed protocols where all interactions
between processes can be decomposed into the primitives of IDF . According to [16] these
protocols even preserve strong connectivity in a sense that for any pair of nodes u, v with a
directed path in NG there will always be a directed path from u to v in NG. To the best of
our knowledge, all self-stabilizing topology maintenance protocols proposed so far (such as
the list [21, 19, 10], the Delaunay graph [12], etc.) satisfy this property. Moreover, in [16],
the four primitives were shown to be universal, i.e. the primitives allow one to get from
any weakly connected graph G = (V,E) to any other weakly connected graph G′ = (V,E′)
for NG. In fact, only the first three primitives (i.e., IDF) are necessary to get from any
weakly connected graph to any strongly connected graph, which is sufficient in our case ([16]
denote this by weak universality). Note that the notion of universality for a set of primitives
is not constructive, i.e., only in principle the primitives allow one to get from any weakly
connected graph to any other weakly connected graph. We strengthen the results concerning
universality of the primitives with the following theorem.
I Theorem 2. Any compare-store-send protocol that self-stabilizes to a static strongly-
connected topology and preserves weak connectivity can be transformed such that the interac-
tions between nodes can be decomposed into the primitives of IDF .
The rest of this section is dedicated to proving Theorem 2. We say that a node u deletes
its reference of another node v, if u executes an action such that (u, v) is explicit, not a
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multi-edge, and u removes the reference from its local memory without sending it to another
node. Before we are able to prove Theorem 2, we need the following lemma.
I Lemma 3. Any compare-store-send protocol that self-stabilizes to a strongly-connected
topology and contains an action such that a node u deletes a reference does not preserve weak
connectivity.
Proof. Assume for contradiction that the protocol preserves weak connectivity and there is
an action in which u deletes a reference. Consider the left graph depicted in Figure 2 and
assume that u aims at deleting the edge (u, v). It is possible that u deletes the reference
of v immediately. However, since the protocol presumably preserves weak connectivity, u
may not delete the edge immediately, but is allowed to perform other actions. However,
since the graph is still connected without (u, v), u will eventually decide that it can delete
(u, v) safely and execute the action that ultimately deletes the reference of v. Let S′ be
the internal state of u before it deletes the edge, i.e., the values of all variables of u and
messages in u.Ch. We construct a new system state by taking the right graph depicted in
u
w
v u
w
v
Figure 2 Graph instances for the proof of Lemma 3.
Figure 2 and setting the internal state of u to S′. Naturally, this is a valid initial state for
a computation. Since the internal state of u has not changed it still makes the decision to
delete its reference of v. However, this disconnects u and v, thereby weak connectivity is lost
which is a contradiction. J
Now we can prove Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2. Let A be a compare-store-send protocol that self-stabilizes to a
strongly-connected topology and preserves weak connectivity and let u be a node that
acts according to A. Since A is a compare-store-send protocol we focus on the actions of A
that specifically handle references of nodes.
At first consider all actions of A that are executed because a local predicate becomes
true, i.e., u does not receive any message. Node u has three options: (i) it does not interact
with its references, or (ii) it sends one or multiple references to one or multiple nodes, or (iii)
it deletes one or multiple references. In case (i) there is no interaction between nodes. In
case (ii) u sends references and either keeps them in its memory or does not keep them. The
first subcase can be transformed such that the Introduction primitive is used. For the second
subcase we can use the Delegation primitive. Case (iii) is not allowed due to Lemma 3.
Next consider all actions of A that are triggered by a message that contains at least one
reference, i.e., the message is received by u and has to be processed. Node u has multiple
options for each reference in the received message: (i) keep the reference, and/or (ii) send the
reference to one or multiple nodes, or (iii) delete the reference (i.e., neither save the reference
nor send it to another node). Case (i) is either the Fusion primitive (in case u already has
a reference of that node) or does not need to be handled by a primitive since keeping an
edge does not change the network. Case (ii) is again Introduction or Delegation, depending
on whether u also saves the reference. Similar to the previous case, case (iii) is not allowed.
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Moreover, u has the aforementioned option of sending one or multiple references of nodes
that are not in the message to one or multiple nodes.
Finally, consider all actions of A that are triggered by a message that does not contain
any references. This case basically reduces to the case in which a predicate triggers action
execution because node u has the same options for interaction with its references. J
4 Primitives for Monotonic Searchability
Although the primitives of [16] are general enough to construct any conceivable overlay, they
do not inherently satisfy monotonic searchability. This is due to the fact that the Delegation
primitive replaces an explicit edge (u, v) by a path (u,w, v) consisting of an explicit edge
(u,w) and an implicit edge (w, v) and thus a search message from u to v issued after the
delegation may be processed by w before there is a path from w to v via explicit edges,
causing the search message to fail (even though an earlier message sent while (u, v) was
still an explicit edge was delivered successfully). Consequently, we are going to introduce
a new set of primitives that enables monotonic searchability. We say a set of primitives is
search-universal according to a set of Invariants I if the following holds:
1. the set of primitives is weakly universal,
2. starting from every state in which the invariants in I hold, for every pair of nodes u and
v as soon as there is a path via explicit edges from u to v, there will be a path via explicit
edges from u to v in every subsequent step.
We are now going to introduce a modified set of primitives that are search-universal. Moreover,
we will show that these new primitives are also general enough to cover all self-stabilizing
protocols that can be built by the original primitives. Consequently, we ultimately aim at a
result similar to Theorem 2 for the new primitives.
Remember that we assume the mdl property. Therefore, in every fixed state S in every
execution of a self-stabilizing protocol, each node u can divide its explicit edges into two
subsets: the stable edges and the temporary edges (not to be confused with implicit edges).
The first set contains those explicit edges that u wants to keep, given its current neighborhood
in S; the second set holds the explicit edges that are not needed from the perspective of u in
S. Note that the set of temporary edges can also be the empty set.
For the new primitives, a node does not only store references of its neighbors, but
additionally stores sequence numbers for every reference in its local memory, i.e., every node
u stores for each neighbor v an entry u.eseq[id(v)] (or u.eseq[v], in short). Consider the
following primitives:
Introduction If a node u has a reference of two nodes v and w with v 6= w, u introduces w
to v if u sends a message to v containing a reference of w while keeping the reference.
Safe-Delegation Consider a node u that has references of two different nodes v and w. In
order to perform Safe-Delegation, u has to distinguish between (u,w) being implicit or
temporary.
If (u,w) is an implicit edge, it is delegated as in the original delegation primitive (we
will later refer to this case as an implicit delegation or ImplDelegate() to avoid
confusion with the original primitives). If (u,w) is a temporary edge, it can only be
delegated to a node v if (u, v) is a stable edge. Whenever an explicit edge (u,w) is
to be delegated to another node v, u sends a DelegateREQ(u,w, eseq) message to v,
where eseq = u.eseq[w]. Additionally, it sets u.eseq[v] to max{u.eseq[v], u.eseq[w] + 1}.
Any node v that receives a DelegateREQ(u,w, eseq) message, adds (v, w) to its set of
explicit edges (if it does not already exist), sets v.eseq[w] to max{v.eseq[w], eseq + 1}
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and sends a DelegateACK(w, eseq) message back to u. Upon receipt of this message,
u checks whether eseq = u.eseq[w] and whether (u,w) is actually a temporary edge
(note that the last check is necessary to handle corrupt initial states). If both conditions
hold, u removes the temporary explicit edge to w and sends an ImplDelegate(w)
message to one of its neighbors. Otherwise, u simply acts as it would upon receipt of an
ImplDelegate(w) message.
Fusion If a node u has two references v and w with v = w, then u fuses the two references
if it only keeps one of these references. Note that when a node u receives a Dele-
gateREQ(v,w,eseq) message and already stores a reference of w, it also behaves as
described in the Safe-Delegation primitive.
We define ISF as the set containing the three primitives Introduction, Safe-Delegation
and Fusion. Throughout the paper we assume that DelegateREQ() and DelegateACK()
messages are only sent in the Safe-Delegation primitive. Analogous to PIDF , let PISF
denote the set of all distributed protocols where all interactions between processes can be
decomposed into the primitives of ISF . Likewise to the mdl property, we say that a protocol
fulfills the stable mdl property, if the protocol fulfills the mdl property with respect to stable
explicit edges. More specifically, for any action a of the protocol it holds that a node u
executing action a will always keep a reference of another node v in its local memory (i.e.,
the stable edge (u, v)) if an edge (u, v) is part of the final topology, and if a node u executing
action a in some state S decides to not keep a reference of another node v in its local memory
(i.e., the temporary or implicit edge (u, v)), every other action of the protocol executed by u
in any state S′ > S will decide to not keep the reference of v.
4.1 Universality of the new primitives
To show that our primitives are search-universal we first show that they are weakly universal.
I Lemma 4. ISF is weakly universal.
Proof. The idea of this proof similar to that of the proof of (weak) universality for the original
primitives [16]. However, it is a bit more involved because of the Safe-Delegation primitive.
In general, we will present a simple general strategy of how to transform an arbitrary weakly
connected graph G = (V,E) into any other strongly connected graph G′ = (V,E′). At first,
we use the Introduction primitive to transform G into a clique, i.e. every node continuously
introduces all neighbors (including itself) to each other. Obviously, O(logn) communication
rounds are sufficient to build a clique as the distances between the nodes halve in each round
of introduction.
Next we show that by using Safe-Delegation and Fusion, one can transform the clique to
G′ = (V,E′). In general, each node u always keeps all references of all other nodes w with
(u,w) ∈ E′. Furthermore, whenever a node u has two references of the same node w, it fuses
them. Consider the following approach: For every edge (u,w) that is in the clique but not
in E′, each node u uses the Safe-Delegation primitive to delegate the reference of w to the
neighbor v that is the next node on the shortest path from u to w in E′ (in the following,
we use the notation PE′(u,w) for this path). That is, u sends a DelegateREQ(u,w,eseq)
message to v and when it receives a DelegateACK(w,eseq) message, it no longer stores the
reference of w, but delegates it to v (which is still a neighbor of u by what we said before) via
an ImplDelegate(w, eseq) message. We show that by this procedure, all edges u, v /∈ E′
will eventually vanish.
We define the potential X :=
∑
u∈V X(u), with X(w) := maxu∈V :(u,w)∈NG\E′ |P (u,w)|
for a node w. Note that no node ever delegates an edge (x, z) to a node y such that
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|P (y, z)| > |P (x, z)|. Thus, X never increases. We show that X is monotonically decreasing.
For an arbitrary node w, consider a node u ∈ argmaxu′∈V :(u′,w)∈E(|P (u′, w)|) and let
d := |P (u,w)|. According to the procedure we describe, u sends a DelegateREQ(u,w,eseq)
message to v, the next node on PE′(u,w). By the fair message receipt assumption, v
will receive this message, act according to the Safe-Delegation primitive and send back a
DelegateACK(w,eseq) message to u which will ultimately be received by u. Note that
u.eseq[w] = eseq in this state because the only occasion at which u would have increased
u.eseq[w] is that it received a DelegateREQ(x,w,eseq’) message for some x and some
number eseq′, but this would imply (x,w) ∈ NG at the time of sending of that message and
|P (x,w)| > P |(u,w)| yielding a contradiction to the definition of u. Thus, u will no longer
store the reference of w and forward it via an ImplDelegate(w) message to v. As soon as
this has happened for every u′ with |P (u′, w)| = d, X decreases. By induction we have that
X will eventually be 0, which finishes our proof. J
In order to enable monotonic searchability, we define the following two message invari-
ants:
1. If there is a DelegateREQ(u,w,eseq) message in v.Ch, then there exists a path P = (u =
x1, x2, . . . , xk = v) that does not contain (u,w) and for every 1 ≤ i < k, xi.eseq[xi+1] >
u.eseq[w], or u.eseq[w] > eseq.
2. If there is a DelegateACK(w,eseq) message in u.Ch, then there exists a path P = (u =
x1, x2, . . . , xk = w) that does not contain (u,w) and for every 1 ≤ i < k, xi.eseq[xi+1] >
u.eseq[w], or u.eseq[w] > eseq.
Intuitively, Invariant 1 states that whenever a node v has a DelegateREQ(u,w,eseq)
message in v.Ch (i.e., node u asked v to establish the edge (v, w) such that it may remove
its own (u,w) edge), then there is a path from u to v that does not use the edge (u,w).
Invariant 2 states that whenever a node u has a DelegateACK(w,seq) message in u.Ch (i.e.,
some other node v which u asked to establish the edge (v, w) has already done so), then there
is a path from u to w that does not use the edge (u,w). However, both statements only need
to hold if the value of eseq indicates that the messages belong to a current safe-delegation,
i.e., if u.seq[w] > eseq, the DelegateREQ() or DelegateACK() message can be ignored.
We define the predicate E(u, v) to be true if and only if there exists a directed path from
u to v via explicit edges. In order to show search-universality, we prove the following lemma.
I Lemma 5. Consider a computation of a protocol P ∈ PISF that fulfills the stable mdl
property. If there is a state S such that Invariant 1 and Invariant 2 hold, then they will hold in
every subsequent state. Additionally, for every state S′ ≥ S it holds that if E(u, v) ≡ TRUE
in S′, then E(u, v) ≡ TRUE in every state S′′ ≥ S′.
Proof. We show that if the statements hold in state S, then they hold in the subsequent
state S∗, from which the claim follows by induction.
Since in state S Invariant 1 holds we can conclude that:
When a new DelegateREQ(u,w,eseq) message is sent out from node u to node v, there
has to be an explicit edge (u, v), and u.eseq[v] is set to at least u.eseq[w] + 1.
The invariant can become false if an edge (x, y) on the only remaining path P from u to v
that does not contain (u,w) is removed or becomes implicit. According to the primitives
stated above, this can only happen if x receives a DelegateACK(y, eseq′) message
and eseq′ = x.eseq[y]. For this message, the second invariant has to hold, yielding the
existence of a path Q = (x = x1, x2, . . . , xk = y) even after the removal of (x, y) such that
for every 1 ≤ i < k : xi.eseq[xi+1] > x.eseq[y]. Notice that since P was the only remaining
path from u to v not via (u,w), the first invariant implies that x.eseq[y] > u.eseq[w].
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Thus, there is a path R = (u = y1, y2, . . . , w = yl), which is P with (x, y) being replaced
by Q, such that for all 1 ≤ i < l : xi.eseq[xi+1] > u.eseq[w] holds. In particular, this
implies that (u,w) is not contained in R. Thus, the first invariant still holds.
Considering Invariant 2 we can conclude that:
A new DelegateACK(w,eseq) message is sent to a node u only as a response to a
DelegateREQ(u,w,eseq) message received by a node v. According to Invariant 1, there
exists a path P = (u = x1, x2, . . . , xk = v) that does not contain (u,w) and for every
1 ≤ i < k : xi.eseq[xi+1] > u.eseq[w] (or u.eseq[w] > eseq, in which case we are done).
Since v adds a new explicit edge (v, w) when it sends out the DelegateACK(w,eseq)
message and also ensures that v.eseq[w] > eseq (by adjusting v.eseq[w]), the invariant
still holds afterwards.
The invariant can become false if an edge (x, y) on the only remaining path P from u to
v that does not contain (u,w) is removed or becomes implicit. This case is analogous to
the second case of Invariant 1.
Consequently both invariants hold in S∗.
Since an explicit edge only turns implicit (i.e., a node removes the explicit edge from NG
and creates a new implicit edge to maintain connectivity) if a DelegateACK() message is
received, Invariant 2 ensures that if E(u, v) ≡ TRUE in state S′ ≥ S, E(u, v) ≡ TRUE in
every state S′′ ≥ S′. J
Lemma 4 and Lemma 5 imply the following corollary:
I Corollary 6. ISF is search-universal according to Invariant 1 and Invariant 2.
We conclude this section by showing that a protocol A ∈ PIDF that fulfills the mdl
property and self-stabilizes to some topology can be transformed into a protocol B ∈ PISF
that fulfills the stable mdl property and for which it holds that in every computation of B
there is a state in which Invariant 1-2 hold.
I Theorem 7. Consider a protocol A ∈ PIDF that self-stabilizes to a strongly-connected
topology T and that fulfills the mdl property. Then A can be transformed into another
protocol B ∈ PISF such that B fulfills the stable mdl property, B self-stabilizes to the
same topology, and in every computation of B there exists a computation suffix in which
Invariants 1 and 2 hold.
Proof. Consider the following transformation of A:
1. Every action a in A is transformed into an action b such that every use of the Delegation
primitive is replaced by the Safe-Delegation primitive. That is: whenever in an action a
the current node u removes a reference of another node w from its memory and sends
its to another node v in a message m, action b makes the edge (u,w) temporary and
additionally sends out a DelegateREQ(u,v,u.eseq[v]) message to v. For the whole
transformation we will assume that b always marks its new messages and temporary
edges for identification proposes, i.e., every temporary edge e and every message m of
one of the newly created message types in B carries an indication that the edge/message
belongs to the original action a and additionally carries the original message m′ (refer-
enced by e.origAction/m.origAction and e.origMessage/e.origMessage, respectively).
Furthermore, any computation that a performs on explicit edges, is performed on stable
edges in b.
2. A node that receives a DelegateREQ() message m acts according to the Safe-Delegation
primitive (where m.origAction and m.origMessage are also attached to the Dele-
gateACK() message sent) and executes the action that m would trigger.
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3. After receiving a DelegateACK(w) message m, a node u sends an ImplDelegate(w)
message to the stable neighbor v that the edge (u,w) would have been delegated to in
m.origAction (when its neighborhood is the stable neighborhood of u).
4. If a node u receives an ImplDelegate(w) message, and u already stores an edge (u,w),
u does nothing. Else if u receives an ImplDelegate(w) message m, and the action that
m.origMessage triggers in A would cause u to create the explicit edge (u,w), then u
stores the reference of w. In any other case, u executes the action that would be triggered
by m.origMessage in A with the difference that it does not perform any changes to the
state of u (aside from removing the message from u.Ch), i.e., it only sends out messages.
5. In the Timeout action, a node u sends a DelegateREQ(u,w) message for each tempo-
rary edge e = (u,w) to the stable neighbor v to which that edge would be delegated to in
e.origAction.
With a slight abuse of notation we say that a message m sent by a node u in protocol
A represents a Delegation if m is a message sent by u in the execution of the Delegation
primitive, i.e., in case u delegates w to v (see Figure 1b) m is the message in v.Ch holding
the reference of w.
First, notice that B ∈ PISF follows directly from the construction of B. Second, the fact
that B fulfills the stable mdl property follows directly from the fact that A fulfills the mdl
property. Third, we prove the convergence property of B:
Consider an arbitrary but fixed computation CB of B starting from a weakly connected
graph. Let S be the first state of CB such that for all pairs of nodes u, v one of the following
two statements holds: (i) there was at least one state before S in which an (implicit or
explicit) edge (u, v) existed or (ii) in no state of the computation suffix starting in S an
edge (u, v) will exist. Informally speaking S is the state in which every node has received
every reference it will ever receive in CB at least once. Since the set of nodes is finite, such a
state has to exist. The stable mdl property implies that the graph ENGs formed by the
stable edges will remain the same in every state S′ > S. Thus, we now show that the graph
ENGs(S) formed by the stable edges in S is exactly T .
Consider that starting from S, every DelegateACK() message is delivered without delay
and the only actions that are executed are those that are triggered by DelegateACK()
messages. Note that the only occasion at which DelegateACK() messages are created is
when a node receives a DelegateREQ() message. Consequently, there is a state S′ > S
that is reachable from S in which there is no DelegateACK() message. Analogously, it
easy to show that there is a state S′′ > S′ that is reachable from S′ in which there is neither
a DelegateACK() nor a ImplDelegate() message.
We transform S′′ in the following way into a state S′′A: Every temporary edge e = (u,w)
is replaced by a message m.origMessage in the channel of the node v that u would send
m.origMessage to in m.origAction. Similarly, every DelegateREQ(u,w,eseq) message
in v.Ch in S′′ is replaced by m.origMessage in v.Ch. Loosely speaking, we create S′′A by
retransforming the temporary edges and DelegateREQ() messages back to their original
counterparts in A. Note that ENG(S′′A) = ENGs(S′′) and NG(S′′A) = NG(S′′). Since there
are no DelegateACK(), DelegateREQ() and ImplDelegate() messages in S′′A, S′′A
is a valid initial state for A. Now consider a computation CA of A that starts in S′′A. We
say a state SA of A and a state SB of B are equivalent or short SA ≡ SB, if and only if
(i) the local state of the nodes in SA (except for the edges) is equal to the local state of
the nodes in SB (except for the edges) and (ii) the set of explicit edges in SA is equal to
the set of stable edges in SB and (iii) for every message m of A that was sent in an action
a¯ and represents a Delegation (i.e., it is currently in v.Ch for some node v, was sent by a
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node u, and carries a reference of a node w), there is a temporary edge e = (u,w) with
e.origMessage = m and e.origAction = a¯ and at least one DelegateREQ(u,w) message
m′ with m′.origMessage = m and m′.origAction = a¯ in v.Ch and (iv) no DelegateACK()
and ImplDelegate() messages exist in SB . We show that for every state S∗A ≥ S′′A in CA
there is a state S∗ reachable from S′′ by B such that S∗ ≡ S∗A.
The induction base is obvious due to the construction of S′′A from S′′ . For the induction
step, consider an arbitrary but fixed state SA > S′′A in CA and let a¯ be the action of A
that is executed by some node u resulting in NA, i.e., the subsequent state of CA (since
we assume atomic action execution, this action is well-defined). Then by construction of
B and the induction hypothesis, let SB be the state reachable from S′′ with SB ≡ SA.
First consider the case that a¯ is a Timeout action of u. Consequently, we can execute the
corresponding Timeout of B for u. Both actions behave similar with the exception that
(i) the Timeout of B sends a DelegateREQ(v,w) message m with m.origMessage = m′
and m.origAction = a¯ whenever a¯ sends a Delegation m and (ii) the Timeout of B sends
additional DelegateREQ(u,w) messages m for all temporary edges e with m.origAction =
e.origAction and m.origMessage = e.origMessage. Let NB be the subsequent state of SB
after executing the Timeout of B. The first difference makes sure that for each message
m sent in a¯ that represents a Delegate there is a corresponding temporary edge e with
e.origMessage = m and e.origAction = a¯ and a DelegateREQ() message m′ in NB
with m′.origMessage = m and m′.origAction = a¯. The fact that B sends out additional
DelegateREQ(u,w) messages for all temporary edges can be ignored since by definition of
SB there already exists at least one DelegateREQ(u,w) for each temporary edge (u,w)
and they carry the same properties. Thus, NA ≡ NB holds. Next consider the case that
a¯ is a not a Timeout action but an action triggered by a message m¯ in u.Ch. In case
m¯ does not represent a Delegate, then similar arguments as for the timeout action are
applicable (since the action of B sends DelegateREQ(v,w) whenever a¯ uses the delegation
primitive). Therefore, consider the case that m¯ represents a Delegate. Starting from SB
consider the following action execution of B: 1) u receives a DelegateREQ() message m′
and answers with DelegateACK() message m′′ with m′′.origMessage = m′.origMessage
and m′′.origAction = m′.origAction to the node w that sent out the DelegateREQ()
(and also executes the action that would have been triggered by m¯). 2) Node w receives the
DelegateACK() message m′′, removes the temporary edge and sends the ImplDelegate()
m′′′ with m′′′.origMessage = m′′.origMessage and m′′′.origAction = m′′′.origAction back
to u. 3) Node u receives the ImplDelegate() and does nothing because the delegated edge
already exists in u. By performing this action execution until all DelegateREQ() messages
m in u.Ch with m.origMessage = m¯ are gone, we reach a state MB that is reachable
from SB with the proprerty that (i) no DelegateACK() and ImplDelegate() messages
exist and (ii) the temporary edge and one DelegateREQ() corresponding to m¯ are gone.
Moreover, B did everything a¯ would have done (since the same action is triggered by the
DelegateREQ() message), again with the difference that everytime a¯ uses the Delegation
primitive, B performs the already described changes. As we already argued for Timeout,
these changes adhere to our desired statement, such that NA ≡MB .
To show that ENGs(S′) = T , assume that there is a state S∗A > S′′A in which A adds an
explicit edge to ENG or removes an explicit edge from ENG. Then there is also a state S∗
that is reachable from S′ such that S∗ ≡ S∗A (i.e., the set of stable edges of S∗ is equal to
the set of explicit edges of S∗A). However, this would contradict to the fact that the graph
formed by the stable edges cannot change anymore after S′. On the other hand, since A
self-stabilizes T from any weakly-connected graph and none of the transformations destroys
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the connectivity, we have that ENGs(S′) = T .
Therefore, to prove convergence it remains to show that as soon as ENGs(S′) = T
holds in a computation of B, all temporary edges will eventually vanish. Observe that
in S′ and every later state, any DelegateREQ(u,w,SEQ) message initiated by a node
u is sent to the same stable neighbor v (since the stable neighborhood of u does not
change any more). By the mdl property and the construction of B, for any temporary
edge (u,w) there is a fixed cycle-free path P(u,w) = (u, u2, u3, . . . , uk) via stable edges that
this edge takes in A until it is fused with the stable edge (uk, w). We define the potential
Φ :=
∑
node wmaxu:(u,w) is temporary(|P(u,w)|−1) (wheremaxu:(u,w) is temporary(|P(u,w)|−1)
is 0 if there is no such edge) and show that as long as Φ is not zero, it will decrease in finite
time.
For an arbitrary node w, consider a temporary edge (u,w) such that |P(u,w)| =: l is
maximal. According to the protocol, u will send a DelegateREQ(u,w,SEQ) to u2 that will
be answered with a DelegateACK(w,SEQ) message causing u to make (u,w) implicit and
forwarding it to u2. The same happens for all other temporary edges (v, w) with |P(v,w)| = l.
After the last such edge has been removed from v, Φ decreases. Note that Φ cannot increase
since new temporary edges x, y with |Px,y| > 1 can only be caused by existing temporary /
stable edges. Thus, Φ will eventually be zero, meaning that there will be no more temporary
edges. Since no DelegateREQ() and DelegateACK() message will be sent from this
state on, Invariants 1 and 2 hold in this state.
For the closure property, note that once the topology has stabilized no more temporary
edges will exist and no more delegations will occur, implying that B behaves exactly as A.
Since A fulfills the closure property (and thus maintains the desired topology once stabilized),
B also does. J
5 The generic search protocol
In this section we describe a generic search protocol such that every protocol in PISF fulfilling
the stable mdl property satisfies monotonic searchability according to that search protocol.
We assume that when a node u wants to search for a node with identifier ID, it performs an
InitiateNewSearch(ID) action in which a Search(u, ID) message is created. The search
request is regarded as answered as soon as the Search(u, ID) message is either dropped,
i.e., it fails, or is received by the node w with id(w) = ID, i.e. it succeeds.
The principle idea of the generic search protocol is the following: A node u with a
Search(u, ID) message does not directly forward this message through the network but
buffers it. Instead, u initiates a probing algorithm whose goal is to either receive the reference
of the node w with id(w) = ID, or to get a negative response in case this node does not
exist or cannot be reached yet. In the former case, u directly sends Search(u, ID) to w. In
the latter case, u drops Search(u, ID). Whenever an additional Search(u, ID) message
for the same identifier ID is initiated at u while a probing for ID is still in progress, this
message is combined with previous Search(u, ID) messages waiting at u.
For the probing, a node u with a buffered Search(u, ID) message periodically initiates
a new Probe() message in its Timeout action. This Probe() message contains four
arguments: First, a reference source of the source of the Probe() message., i.e., a reference
of u. Second, the identifier destID of the node that is searched, i.e., ID. Third, a set Next
that holds references of all neighbors of u with a closer distance to destID than id(u). Last,
a sequence number seq that is used to distinguish probe messages that belong to different
probing processes from the same node and for the same target, i.e., seq = u.seq[ID], where
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u.seq[ID] is a value stored at u. This is necessary because in each execution of the Timeout
action, a new probe message is sent, although upon receival of the first response to such a
message, the set of buffered search messages is sent out to the target or dropped completely.
Thus, future replies may arrive afterwards and u has to know that these are outdated. All in
all, u initiates a Probe(source, destID,Next, seq) message and sends this message to the
node in Next whose identifier has the maximum distance to ID (i.e., it is the closest to u).
Any intermediate node v that receives a Probe(source, destID,Next, seq) message
first checks whether id(v) = destID. If so, v sends a reference of itself to source via a
ProbeSuccess(destID, dest) message with dest = v. Otherwise, v removes itself from
Next and adds all its neighbors to Next that have a closer distance to destID than itself. If
Next is empty after this step, v responds to source via a ProbeFail(destID, seq) message.
Otherwise, v forwards the Probe(source, destID,Next, seq) message (with the already
described changes performed to Next) to the node in Next whose identifier has the maximum
distance to ID. If the initiator u of a probe receives a ProbeSuccess(destID, dest) or a
ProbeFail(destID, seq) message, it first checks whether seq ≥ u.seq[destID], i.e., it checks
whether the received message is a response to the current batch of search requests. If it is
from an earlier probe, u simply drops the received message. Otherwise, u acts depending
on the message it received: In case of a ProbeSuccess(destID, dest) message, u sends out
all (possibly combined) Search(u, destID) messages waiting at u to dest (thus stopping
the probing). In case of a ProbeFail(destID, seq) message, u drops all Search(u, destID)
messages waiting at u to dest (thus also stopping the probing). In both cases, u additionally
increases u.seq[destID] such that probe messages that are still in the system at this point
in time cannot have any effects on future requests. The pseudocode of the generic search
protocol and supplementary details can be found in Listing 1.
Listing 1 Generic Search protocol
InitiateNewSearch(destID)
create new message m = Search(self, destID)
if(WaitingFor[destID] = ∅)
WaitingFor[destID]← {}
self.seq ← self.seq + 1
seq[destID]← self.seq
// Store the messages to WaitingFor
WaitingFor[destID]←WaitingFor[destID] ∪ {m}
Probe(source, destID,Next, seq)
if(destID = id(self))
if(Next 6= ∅) //can only occur in initial states
for all u ∈ Next
send ImplDelegate(u) to self
send ProbeSuccess(destID, self) to source
send ImplDelegate(source) to self
else //destID 6= id(self)
Next← Next \ {self} ∪ {neighbors w : dist(id(w), destID) < dist(id(self), destID)}
if(Next = ∅)
send ProbeFail(destID, seq) to source
send ImplDelegate(source) to self //to maintain connectivity
else //Next 6= ∅
u← argmax{dist(id(u), destID) : u ∈ Next}
if(u is not a neighbor of self )
send ImplDelegate(u) to self
send ForwardProbe(source, destID,Next, seq) to u
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ProbeSuccess(destID, dest)
send all m ∈WaitingFor[destID] to dest
WaitingFor[destID]← ∅
send ImplDelegate(dest) to self
ProbeFail(destID, seq)
if(seq ≥ seq[destID])
/* The message belongs to the current set
* of buffered search requests to dest. */
WaitingFor[destID]← ∅
Using the protocol as specified above could cause a high dilation because each probe
message in each step is always sent to the node with the highest distance to the target in
Next, even if a shorter path is possible. Luckily, if there exists a fast routing protocol for the
stabilized target topology (i.e., o(n) hops in the worst case), it is possible to speed up search
messages in legitimate states (and possibly even earlier). To achieve this, whenever a node u
executes InitiateNewSearch(ID), u also creates a FastProbe(source, destID) message
with source = u and destID = ID. This message is routed according to the fast routing
protocol. If the fast routing protocol is not able to deliver the message to a node with id
destID, the message is simply dropped. If, however, the message is successfully delivered to a
node v with ID(v) = destID, this node responds to source with a ProbeSuccess(destID, v)
message after which u acts as specified before.
As the generic search protocol cannot guarantee to function properly under the presence
of corrupt messages, we define the following additional invariants that are maintained during
the execution of the generic search protocol (that did not start with corrupt messages):
3. If there is a Probe(source, destID,Next, seq) message in u.Ch, then
a. u ∈ Next and ∀w ∈ Next \ {u} : dist(id(w), destID) ≤ dist(id(u), destID),
b. R(Next, ID) ⊆ R(source, ID), and
c. if v exists such that id(v) = destID and v /∈ R(Next, destID), then for every admissible
state with source.seq[destID] < seq, v /∈ R(source, destID).
If there is a FastProbe(source, destID) message in u.Ch, then
d. u ∈ R(source, destID).
4. If there is a ProbeSuccess(destID, dest) message in u.Ch, then id(dest) = destID and
dest ∈ R(u, destID).
5. If there is a ProbeFail(destID, seq) message in u.Ch, then if v exists such that id(v) =
destID, then for every admissible state with u.seq[destID] < seq, v /∈ R(u, destID).
6. If there is a Search(v, destID) message in u.Ch, then id(u) = destID and u ∈
R(v, destID).
We say a protocol for the self-stabilization of a topology is monotonic-searchability-
sufficient (ms-sufficient) if (i) all interactions between processes can be decomposed into
the primitives in ISF , (ii) it fulfills the stable mdl property, (iii) it uses the generic search
protocol for searching, (iv) no Probe(), ProbeSuccess(), ProbeFail(), or Search()
message is sent at any other occasion than the ones specified in the generic search protocol,
and (v) in every computation of the protocol there is a state in which the first two invariants
hold.
Note that Theorem 7 implies the following:
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I Corollary 8. Any conventional protocol A ∈ PIDF that self-stabilizes to a strongly-connected
topology T and that fulfills the mdl property can be transformed into an ms-sufficient protocol
that stabilizes the same topology.
For an ms-sufficient protocol, we define a state as admissible if all six invariants hold. In the
rest of this section, we prove the following theorem:
I Theorem 9. Every ms-sufficient protocol satisfies monotonic searchability according to
Invariant 1-6.
On a side note, the following result follows directly from the description of the generic search
protocol:
I Corollary 10. Every ms-sufficient protocol P that stabilizes to a topology T and in which
the generic search protocol uses a routing strategy with a worst-case routing time of O(T (n))
for the fast search as described in the protocol, then P answers successful search requests in
legitimate states in time O(T (n)).
In order to prove Theorem 9, we need the following result, which is a corollary from
Lemma 5 and (v) of the mdl property:
I Corollary 11. In any computation of an ms-sufficient protocol that starts from a state in
which the first two invariants hold, if v ∈ R(u, ID) in state S then v ∈ R(u, ID) in every
state S′ ≥ S.
We first prove the following lemma:
I Lemma 12. In any computation of an ms-sufficient protocol, if there is an admissible state
S, then all subsequent states will be admissible as well. Furthermore, in every computation
of an ms-sufficient protocol, an admissible state exists.
The following sequence of lemmata constitutes the proof of Lemma 12. We say a message
m causes a message m′ if the message m′ was sent in an action handling the receipt of m or
a message caused by m.
I Lemma 13. In any computation of an ms-sufficient protocol, if the first three invariants
hold in a state S, they will hold in every state S′ ≥ S. Furthermore, in every computation of
an ms-sufficient protocol, there exists a state in which the first three invariants hold.
Proof. Consider a state S′′ in which the first two invariants hold. We show that the following
six statements hold in S′′ and every subsequent state:
1. Every Probe() message sent in the Timeout action conforms to Invariant 3a)-c).
2. Every FastProbe() message sent in the InitiateNewSearch() action conforms to
Invariant 3d).
3. Every Probe() message sent in the action executed on receipt of a Probe() message
conforms to Invariant 3a).
4. Every Probe() message sent in the action executed on receipt of a Probe() message
that conforms to Invariant 3b) and Invariant 3c) also conforms to Invariant 3b) and
Invariant 3c).
5. Every FastProbe() message sent in the action executed on receipt of a FastProbe()
message that conforms to Invariant 3d) also conforms to Invariant 3d).
6. Every Probe() message violating the third invariant can cause at most a finite number
of Probe() message that violate Invariant 3b) and 3c).
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For the first statement, observe that by construction the protocol ensures that every
Probe(source, destID,Next, seq) sent in Timeout conforms to Invariant 3a) and 3b). Fur-
thermore, source.seq[destID] is monotonically increasing for every node u and every destID.
By Corollary 11, for any node v, v /∈ R(Next, destID) implies that v /∈ R(source, destID)
in every previous state and, in particular, every state with source.seq[destID] < seq. For
similar reasons, the second statement also holds.
The third statement follows directly from the protocol.
For the fourth statement, consider an arbitrary Probe(source, destID,Next, seq) mes-
sage received by a node w that conforms to Invariant 3b) and Invariant 3c) and that causes the
sending of a new Probe(source, destID,Next′, seq) message(for some set Next′). Accord-
ing to the protocol, R(Next′, destID) ∪ {w} = R(Next, destID), thus R(Next′, destID) ⊆
R(Next, destID) ⊆ R(source, destID) (the last set relationship is due to Invariant 3b)) and
Invariant 3b) holds for the new message. Now assume that v exists such that id(v) = destID
and v /∈ R(Next′, destID). If w = v, w would not have sent the new message, thus
we may assume w 6= v. This yields v /∈ R(Next, destID) (since R(Next, destID) =
R(Next′, destID) \ {w}). By Invariant 3c) of the message received at w, we have that
Invariant 3c) also holds for the message sent from w.
For the fifth statement, consider an arbitrary FastProbe(source, destID) message
received by a node w that conforms to Invariant 3d) and that causes the sending of a new
FastProbe(source, destID) message to some node v. Since v is a neighbor of w, v ∈
R(w, destID). By Invariant 3d), w ∈ R(source, destID), thus also v ∈ R(source, destID).
By Corollary 11, this can never be rendered untrue in any subsequent state.
For the sixth statement, note that every Probe(source, destID,Next, seq) message
received at a node v causes at most one new Probe(source, destID,Next′, seq) message
sent from v with the property thatmaxu′∈Next′dist(u′, destID) ≤ maxu∈Nextdist(u, destID)
(due to the protocol and Invariant 3a)). Since the number of nodes is finite, this implies
the Probe(source, destID,Next, seq) message can cause only a finite number of Probe()
message, which finishes the proof of the sixth statement.
For the first claim of the lemma, assume there is a state S such that the first three
invariants hold. Then the first five statements and Lemma 5 yield that they will hold in
every state S′ ≥ S.
For the second claim of the lemma, note that a state S′′ as defined above exists in every
computation of an ms-sufficient protocol (according to the definition of an ms-sufficient
protocol). The six statements yield that messages initiated in Timeout and messages
conforming to Invariant 3 can only cause new messages conforming to Invariant 3 and that
all other messages will eventually be gone. Thus, there is a state S′ ≥ S′′ such that all
messages conform to Invariant 3. J
I Lemma 14. In any computation of an ms-sufficient protocol, if the first five invariants
hold in a state S, they will hold in every state S′ ≥ S. Furthermore, in every computation of
an ms-sufficient protocol, there exists a state in which the first five invariants hold.
Proof. Consider a state S′′ in which the first three invariants hold. By Lemma 13, they will
also hold in every subsequent state. We show that in S′′ and every subsequent state, no
receipt of a Probe() message causes the sending of a ProbeSuccess() or ProbeFail()
message that violates Invariant 4, or Invariant 5, respectively. Observe that according to
the protocol, no other action causes a node to send a ProbeSuccess() or ProbeFail()
message.
First we show that no receipt of a Probe() or a FastProbe() message can cause the
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sending of a ProbeSuccess() message violating Invariant 4. To be more specific, consider
a node v that receives a Probe(source, destID,Next, seq) message and this causes v to
send a ProbeSuccess(destID′, dest′) message to a node u. In this case, id(v) = destID
must hold. Furthermore, according to the protocol, destID′ = destID, and dest′ = v.
By Invariant 3a), when v receives the Probe() message, v ∈ Next and by Invariant 3b),
R(Next, destID) ⊆ R(source, destID), i.e. v ∈ R(source, destID). Thus, the ProbeSuc-
cess() message sent by v conforms to Invariant 4. For the other case, assume that a node
v receives a FastProbe(source, destID) message and this causes v to send a ProbeSuc-
cess(destID′, dest′) to a node u. In this case, also id(v) = destID must hold. Furthermore,
according to the protocol, destID′ = destID, and dest′ = v. By Invariant 3d), when v
receives the FastProbe() message, v ∈ R(source, destID). Thus, the ProbeSuccess()
message sent by v conforms to Invariant 4 in this case, too.
Second we show that no receipt of a Probe() message can cause the sending of a
ProbeFail() message that violates Invariant 5. Again, consider a node v that receives a
Probe(source, destID,Next, seq) message causing v to send a ProbeFail(destID′, seq′)
to a node u. According to the protocol destID′ = destID, seq′ = seq and u = source
must hold. If there is a node w such that id(w) = destID, then by Invariant 3c) for
the Probe(source, destID,Next, seq) message received by v, for every admissible state
u.seq[destID] < seq, w /∈ R(u, destID). Thus, the ProbeFail() message sent by v conform
to Invariant 5.
For the first claim of the lemma, assume there is a state S such that the first five invariants
hold. By what we showed above, they will also hold in every state S′ ≥ S.
For the second claim of the lemma, note that a state S′′ as defined above exists in every
computation of anms-sufficient protocol by Lemma 13. Since we showed that no new message
can violate Invariant 4 or Invariant 5, the state S′ ≥ S′′ in which all ProbeSuccess() or
ProbeFail() messages that violate Invariant 4 or Invariant 5 and that are in incoming
message channels in state S′′ have been received is a state in which the first five invariants
hold. J
Finally, we can use these results to prove Lemma 12:
Proof. Consider a state S′′ in which the first five invariants hold. By Lemma 14, they will
also hold in every subsequent state. We show that in S′′ and every subsequent state, no
Search() message that violates Invariant 6 can be sent.
According to the protocol, the only occasion at which a Search(v, destID) message
is sent to a node u is if node v received a ProbeSuccess(destID′, dest) message with
destID′ = destID and u = dest. Invariant 4 yields that id(dest) = destID′, implying
id(dest) = destID, and dest ∈ R(v, destID′), implying u ∈ R(v, destID). This implies that
every new message conforms to Invariant 6, which completes the proof of the first claim of
the lemma.
For the second claim of the lemma, note that a state S′′ as defined above exists in every
computation of an ms-sufficient protocol by Lemma 14. Consider the state S ≥ S′′ in which
all Search() messages violating Invariant 6 that are in incoming message channels in S′′
have been received. S is a state such that the first six invariants hold, i.e., S is an admissible
state. J
Next, we are going to prove the following lemma:
I Lemma 15. If a node u has a Search(u, destID) message waiting at u in an admissible
state, then this message will eventually be delivered or dropped. In the former case, it will be
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delivered to the node w with id(w) = destID (which exists in this case). In the latter case,
either there is no node with id destID or all earlier Search(u, destID) messages that have
been waiting at u in admissible states have been or will be dropped as well.
We define the potential Ψ(U, ID) :=
∑
u∈U n
dist(u,ID), where n is the number of processes
and prove the following lemma:
I Lemma 16. Consider an admissible state, if a node u receives a Probe(v, destID,Next, seq)
message and R(Next, destID) \ {u} 6= ∅, then u sends a Probe(v, destID,Next′, seq) mes-
sage to some other node, and Ψ(Next′, destID) < Ψ(Next, destID).
Proof. According to the protocol, when u receives a Probe(v, destID,Next, seq) message,
u chooses Next′ as Next \ {u} augmented by neighbors whose distance to distID is smaller
than dist(u, distID). Thus, Ψ(Next′, destID) < Ψ(Next, destID). J
This enables us to prove:
I Lemma 17. If a node v initiates a Probe(v, destID,Next, seq) message in an admissible
state, then v eventually receives either a ProbeSuccess(destID, dest) message for some
node dest or a ProbeFail(destID, seq) message.
Proof. Lemma 16 yields that each Probe(v, destID,Next′, seq) message eventually causes a
Probe(v, destID,Next′′, seq) message with Ψ(Next′′, destID) < Ψ(Next′, destID). More-
over, by definition, Ψ(Next′, destID) can not increase for a Probe(v, destID,Next′, seq)
while it is in an incoming channel of a node. By induction and because Ψ is bounded below,
this yields that there must a node w that does not send a new Probe() message upon receipt of
a Probe(v, destID,Next′, seq) message caused by the original Probe(v, destID,Next, seq)
message sent by v. According to the protocol, if w does not send such a message, it sends
either a ProbeSuccess(destID,w) message or a ProbeFail(destID, seq) message to v. J
Using this, we prove Lemma 15:
Proof. Assume there is an admissible state S and a node u that has a Search(u, destID)
message m waiting at u in S. Node u initiates a Probe(u, destID,Next, seq) message
every time it executes Timeout. According to Lemma 17, u will eventually receive a
ProbeSuccess(destID, dest) or a ProbeFail(destID, seq) message. Note that u forwards
or drops m upon the first receipt of such message after S.
First, consider the case that the first such message that u receives after state S is a
ProbeSuccess(destID, dest) message. Invariant 4 (which holds due to Lemma 12) yields
id(dest) = destID and the m message will be sent to dest, according to the protocol.
Second, consider that the first such message that u receives is a ProbeFail(destID, seq)
message. According to Invariant 5, either no node v with id(v) = destID exists(in which case
we are finished) or for every admissible state with u.seq[destID] < seq, v /∈ R(u, destID).
Now consider an arbitrary earlier Search(u, destID) message m′ that has been waiting at
u. If m′ is still waiting at u in state S, then m′ will be dropped together with m when u
receives the ProbeFail(destID, seq) message. Otherwise, assume for contradiction that in
an admissible state S′, m′ was sent to a node dest with id(dest) = destID. According to
the protocol, this requires that u received a ProbeSuccess(destID, dest). By Invariant 4,
dest ∈ R(u, destID) held in this state. Additionally, u increased u.seq[destID] upon receipt
of that message. Since the sequence numbers are monotonically increasing, S′ is a state with
u.seq[destID] < seq. Thus, Invariant 5 of the ProbeFail(destID, seq) message implies
dest /∈ R(u, destID) in state S′, yielding a contradiction. This finishes the proof. J
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Last, we prove the following lemma:
I Lemma 18. If there is a node v ∈ R(u, id(v)) for a node u in an admissible state S, then
there will be a state S′ ≥ S such that all Search(u, id(v)) messages initiated in S′ and all
subsequent states will be delivered to v.
Proof. Assume v ∈ R(u, id(v)) in S. Note that all Search(u, id(v)) messages waiting at
u are either delivered or dropped in some state S′ that is subsequent to S, according to
Lemma 15. Furthermore, in S′, u.seq[id(v)] will have increased by one (compared to S). Now
consider an arbitrary Search(u, id(v)) message m initiated in S′ or any subsequent state.
By Lemma 15 this will be delivered or dropped. Assume for contradiction it is dropped. This
must have happened due to a ProbeFail(destID, seq) message (with seq > u.seq[id(v)] in
S). Thus, Invariant 5 for this message yields a contradiction to v ∈ R(u, id(v)) in S. All in
all, we have that m is delivered correctly. J
Using Lemma 12, Lemma 15 and Lemma 18, we can prove Theorem 9:
Proof. Note that Lemma 12 yields that in every computation of anms-sufficient protocol that
starts from an admissible state, there is an admissible state, and that in every computation
of an ms-sufficient protocol there is an admissible state. Thus, it remains to prove that the
protocol satisfies monotonic searchability in computations that start from admissible states.
Consider an arbitrary computation that starts from an admissible state and assume
there are two Search(u, destID) messages m and m′ initiated in a node u such that m has
been initiated before m′ and m successfully reaches its target, but m′ is dropped. This is a
contradiction to Lemma 15, Thus m′ must reach its target as well.
Last, note that by definition, in legitimate states, E(u, v)⇔ R(u, id(v)) for each pair of
nodes u, v and ENG forms the desired topology. That is, for every two nodes u and v such
that there is path from u to v in the target topology, v ∈ R(u, id(v)). Thus, Lemma 18 yields
that the monotonic searchability is non-trivial, which completes the proof of Theorem 9. J
6 Examples
In this section, we give some examples of topologies for which a self-stabilizing protocol
that satisfies non-trivial monotonic searchability according to the generic search protocol
can be obtained by combining existing results in the literature with the results presented in
this work. 2 By Corollary 8 and Theorem 9, all that needs to be shown is that the target
topology is strongly connected, that E(u, v)⇔ R(u, id(v)) holds and that the protocols we
want to adapt fulfill the mdl property.
6.1 The linear list
The line topology is the first topology for which a protocol satisfying non-trivial monotonic
searchability was shown [20]. Now, using the universal approach described in this paper and
applying it to the self-stabilizing list protocol presented by Nor, Nesterenko, and Scheideler
(called l-Corona in [18]), the non-trivial monotonic searchability follows as a corollary.
First of all, it is obvious that the linear list is strongly connected and that it holds
E(u, v)⇔ R(u, id(v)). Second, note that according to the protocol in [18], whenever each
2 Note that some of the results we cite have been obtained for a synchronous model. However, the results
easily transfer to the asynchronous model.
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node u receives a new reference v with id(u) < id(v) (id(v) < id(u)), u keeps the reference if
it is closer to its previous right (left) neighbor w, in which case it also introduces w to v, or
delegates the reference to its previous right (left) neighbor, otherwise. In a legitimate state,
every reference is simply delegated into one direction until it finally fuses with an already
existing edge. Thus, the protocol fulfills the mdl property.
6.2 The SKIP+graph
The SKIP+graph was introduced by Jacob, Richa, Scheideler, Schmid, and Täubig [11] as
a supergraph of the skip graph to overcome the issue that the consistency of the original
skip graph [1] is not locally checkable. For a formal definition of the SKIP+graph and the
self-stabilizing protocol for it, we refer the reader to that paper.
Obviously, the SKIP+is strongly connected. Besides, E(u, v)⇔ R(u, id(v)) is easy to
see because the SKIP+graph contains as a subgraph the linear list (on level 0). Thus, all
that remains to be shown is that the protocol presented in [11] fulfills the mdl property. We
will argue about every of the four sub-properties individually. To see that (i) is fulfilled, note
that the protocol has a notion of stable and temporary edges that is close to ours and that
stable edges are never delegated away (since the only Rule that delegates away an edge is
Rule 2). That is, each node always keeps references of nodes that appear to belong to the
final topology (from its local view). By the definition of a node’s neighborhood, having a
neighbor w that does not belong to the final topology cannot cause an edge (u, v) to appear
to not belong to the final topology for a node u. Thus, (i) is not violated. The argument for
(ii) is similar: Since a node always keeps its “closest” neighbors, receiving a previously known
reference again cannot cause a node to add the corresponding node to its neighborhood.
Thus, (ii) is also fulfilled. Sub-property (iii) is easy to see and for (iv) and (v), observe
that any implicit edge (u, v) in a legitimate state is always delegated to the neighbor that
shares the largest common prefix with v.rs. By the definition of the SKIP+graph, this
leads to this edge finally reaching a neighbor of v at which is is fused. All in all, the protocol
fulfills the mdl property and monotonic searchability is possible using our approach for the
SKIP+graph.
7 Conclusion and Outlook
In this work we further strengthened the notion of monotonic searchability introduced in
[20] by presenting a universal approach for adapting conventional protocols for topological
self-stabilization such that they satisfy monotonic searchability. Even more, we carved out
some design principles that protocols should adhere to in order to enable reliable searches
even during the stabilization phase.
Although our results solve the problem of monotonic searchability for a wide range of
topologies, there are certain aspects that have not been studied yet. For example, we did not
consider the additional cost of convergence (i.e., the amount of additional messages to be
sent), nor the impact of our methods on the convergence time of the topology. Additionally,
while our generic search protocol enables us to search existing nodes in legitimate states
with a low dilation, searching for a non-existing node can still cause a message to travel Ω(n)
hops, even in a legitimate state. Whether this is provably necessary or could be improved is
still an open question.
Last, in [20] a solution for the linear list was presented that maintains monotonic
searchability even under join/leave dynamics in terms of the Finite Departure Problem. For
all other topologies (and also for our general approach), such a solution is still missing.
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